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MINUTES 

Title of meeting:   SLS Open Meeting  

Date:   October 24, 2016 

Time:   4:00 pm 

Location:   SLS Office 

 Present: President, 1L Rep, Academic Director, Events Director, Sports & Clubs Director, VP External, Development Director, 

CBA Rep, Outreach Director, Health & Wellness Rep, ILSA Rep, Alumni Director, Communications and Marketing Officer, 

Treasurer, VP Internal.  

 Regrets: 2L Rep, 3L Rep, Development Director, Communications and Marketing Officer 

 Motion by President to approve Oct 17 minutes, seconded by Academic, all in favour. Minutes approved. 

 

1) President Report (Emily) 
 

 

 Law Foundation meeting 
reminder 

 Executive roles 

 Movember 

 

NOTES 

 The Law Foundation meeting, will be on Wednesday from 5-5:45, faculty has our 
names. Alumni Director noted that it was a very casual meeting last year. It’s suggested 

that we suit up. Dean has suggested we subtly mention how greatly the funds are 

appreciated, valued, needed. 

 Executive Roles - Secretary has printed our roles, review pre-law foundation meeting.  

 Movember was previous done by outreach, they ran weekly mini competitions which 

helped with interest and awareness.  

 Helath & Wellness already made a team, made TRU SLS as the captain. Outreach & 

Health/Wellness will coordinate, Health & Wellness to take the lead and Outreach to 

help as needed. 

 

(2) Reports from Internal Directors 

 

(a) Class Representatives 

 

1L – Brittney  

NOTES 

 

 

2L – Sunny 

  

  

 

3L -  Tyler 

 

  
 

(b) Academic (Aliya) 

 NOTES 

 
 

(c) Events (Jasmine) 

 NOTES 

 Halloween progress – going well & still have plenty of space before we hit capacity. Request 
that exec encourage friends and get the word out. 

 The VPI will send out an email about tickets tonight.   

 Any suggestions for MC? We’ll think on it.  
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(d) Sports/Clubs (Nick) 

 

 

NOTES 

 Keeping the Friday date for our Santa Run. It’s been on Saturdays in past with average 

turnout so we’ll try something different. Santa Run to be November 25th at 3pm. 

 

(3) External Reports 

 

(a) Vice President External (Casey)  

 

 

NOTES 

 

 

(b) Development Director (Alex) 

 

 

NOTES 

 

 

(c) CBA Rep (Ryan) 

 

 

NOTES 

 

 

(d) Outreach Director (Erin) 

 

 Bonspiel date 

NOTES 

 Called the curling venue, only one date in Feb available. Confirmed Feb 5th from 12-3. 

 Re: Volunteer Opportunities - In touch with the food bank as a result of Softball drop off. 

Looking into setting up an opportunity for us there. Comment from VPI to be cognizant of 

/ in touch with other groups and where they volunteer, not wanting to step on toes. 

 

 

(e) Health and Wellness (Sheldon) 

 

 Movember 

 Fitness challenge 

NOTES 

 Discussed above. 

 Considering a new format for the fitness challenge, if exec knows of anything online 
please advise.  

 

(f) ILSA (Kassia)  

 

 

NOTES 

 ILSA met today, they plan to have a group head to an Aboriginal Law banquet this term 

and to observe First Nations Court & lunch with Aboriginal lawyers in February. 

 

(g) Alumni Director (Katy) 

 NOTES 

 

(h) Communications and Marketing Officer (Jesse) 

 NOTES 

 

 

(4) Financial Report (Christie) 
 

 NOTES 
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(5) Vice President Internal Report (Brianna) 
 

 

 Online conduct policy 

 

NOTES 

 Some students have voiced complaints about comments and conversations occurring in 

the TRU Law facebook group. VPI looked into how these concerns could be addressed 

and a gap in our current behavior policy became clear – we don’t have an online 

component in the current policy. 

 For online forums we’re in control of, like events we run and control, it seems we need 

to be able to address concerns/ensure they’re spaces where conduct is consistent with 

our constitution. 

 VPI took a look around at other school’s policies to see what other places do. 

Circulated the Dal policy for exec’s reference – it’s quite simple and it could serve as a 

useful starting point. We can of course add and amend as needed.  

 Bringing it to exec to discuss, get input, start assembling drafts of our own policy from 
there if we agree it’s something that’s needed.  

 Agreed that things can get out of control, noted that there have been problematic posts 

deleted in previous years as well. General sense that it seemed odd this isn’t already 

included in our policy and agreement that a policy would be positive. 

 Agreed that the Dal policy looks like a good start. 

 Comment that, based on current FB dialogue, there’s a perception we want to create 

some sort of heavy handed policy – agreement that this is not the case.  

 Nothing is going to be made or implemented very quickly, not looking for a policy to 

eliminate disagreement with the exec or prevent issues from being raised. 

 Academic Director suggestion on the first point – it includes defamatory/libelous 

comments, if we’re considered quasi-governmental that clause would need an exception 

for satire. 

 Acknowledged that criticism and critique of the SLS is perfectly fine, valuable even 

and definitely preferable to apathy, keeps us in check. Further, it just comes with the 

territory & we’re all adults, have the ability to deal with it. No intention to implement a 

policy in order to quash that.  

 Flowing from that, comment that some criticisms can be problematic as they’re simply 
untrue and then we have misinformation up in a public forum for all to see – do these 

get dealt with under the policy?  

 Discussion on this point, some disagreement, generally we should be able to deal with 

those issues (misinformation) through a comment to correct. [discussion of SLS 

responses, see below]  

 Question about process – what would the process be for deleting a post vs. removal 

from the group? Doesn’t seem practical or effective to have a lengthy process to get rid 

of a post that’s inconsistent with the policy.  

 Suggested that for posts we might want to implement a request process – SLS send a 

request indicating X post is offensive/inappropriate for X reasons, asking if the poster 

could remove or edit. In the event they won’t, exercise discretion to delete. 

 Removal from the forum would of course need to be a longer process, a 3 strikes type 

of system suggested. X number of issues occur online & then removal from the forum 

can be discussed – discussed that this should probably look more like the process in our 

standard behavior policy.  

 Question about where our authority to take the action in our behavior policy comes 

from – ‘Constitution’ provided as answer. Question about authority higher than that, 

suggested its likely from TRUSU club policies – want to verify this for our own 

information. 

 Consensus – hateful comments, malicious comments are not appropriate or ok. At the 

end of the day, or focus needs to be on fostering a healthy, respectful community and 

this includes maintaining discussion and commentary that fits that description, 

wherever its occurring.  

 Going to take what we’ve discussed, look at the Dal policy, consult with admin, come 
back next week having thought about today’s discussion.  

 Also going to come back with a draft policy, continue our discussion (note it’s quite 

possible others may come to join it) from there. 
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 SLS response / approach to FB dialogue also needs to be discussed. 

 Agreed that engaging in conversations of the sort that have been occurring can be 

problematic. Counter point is that it’s also problematic to leave incorrect or negative 

comments uncorrected or qualified. 

 Noted that FB/social media is really not the best forum for effective discussion, too 

much gets lost in translation and misconstrued. 

 Suggested that we have responses to comments/criticisms provided, IF needed, by one 
person assigned responsibility for this task. 

 Suggestion for an SLS FB profile; executive to have access but this way it is ‘the SLS’ 

posting information that needs to be shared (agendas, ticket sales, events etc.), 

responses to student comments/questions can be streamlined, there is a clear distinction 

between personal and SLS social media use. 

 

 

 

(6) Other Business 
 

 NOTES 

 APC – has been working on exam policies. Academic director will distribute a policy 

before our next meeting, there will be an in-camera discussion to gather our feedback.  

 Students have come to the 1L rep to ask about E-Transfers for event tickets. This will 

not be feasible, cash and credit will continue for the purchase of event tickets.  

- Not easy, would be quite difficult to sort, there’s a lag & disconnect between who 

organizes the event and who would collect the monies. Simply not a feasible 

approach. 

 

 
 


